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What’s Odd about Euclid’s Definitions
of Even and Odd?
Why should a mathematician care about
philosophical criticism?
While Euclid’s definitions of even
and odd are successfully employed
as explanatory premises in the mathematical proofs of Euclid’s theory of
even and odd numbers in the Elements,
they have been philosophically criticized in
pre-Euclidean times, namely in Aristotle’s
dialectical treatise The Topics.
Euclid’s definitions of even and odd
(Elements VII, definitions 6–7):
An even number is one which is divided in
half; and an odd number is one which is not
divided in half, or one which diﬀers by a unit
from an even number.

Dialectical testing of
Euclid’s definitions

Aristotle
versus Euclid?

Euclid’s Philosophical
Commitments

Conclusion

Aristotelian dialectic is a codification of
the Socratic dialogue: The opponent’s
proﬀered definition is dialectically tested on the basis of the opponent’s concessions in debate. In particular, the
dialectician checks whether the putative definition is inconsistent with the
opponent’s epistemic commitments:

The Topics’ dialectical tests are applicable to Euclid’s definitions only if Euclid
shares the same epistemic commitments as these tests. In particular,
Euclid’s definitions of even and odd fail
these tests if Euclid concedes that the
terms in the definiens can be prior in
definition to the definiendum, or that
multiple definition is impossible.

Euclid turns out to be implicitly committed to philosophical views on definition:

Insofar as Euclid is not committed to
the impossibility of multiple definition,
his definitions pass the Topics’ tests.
Still, since he is committed to priority in
definition, Euclid’s definitions of even
and odd fail dialectical testing even by
Euclid’s own standards:

Two pre-Euclidean definitions of even
and odd, which coincide with Euclid’s
definitions, are rejected by the Topics’
dialectical tests.

>

The terms in the definiens must
be prior in definition to the definiendum (A is prior in definition to B if A
is defined without B, whereas B is not
defined without A): Yet in half is not
prior in definition to even, and even is
not prior in definition to odd.

>

Priority in definition is grounded in
the view that each thing has only one
single definition (that is to say, that
multiple definition is impossible).

However, since Euclid’s works are
purely mathematical treatises, Euclid’s
philosophical commitments can only
be reconstructed from his mathematical practice, especially from structural
(methodical and linguistic) regularities
in the Elements.

>

The sequence of the Elements’ definitions serves as a meta-mathematical
marker of priority in definition: Euclid
regularly defines terms prior in definition before defining terms posterior
in definition. For instance, he always
defines fundamental before derivative
items, simpler before more complex
items, and wholes before their parts.
This suggests that Euclid is committed
to priority in definition.

>

Moreover, Euclid provides two
diﬀerent definitions of odd, which
implies that he is committed to multiple definition.

>

Euclid’s definition of even contains
in half, although in half is not prior in
definition to even.

>

Euclid’s second definition of odd
contains even, although even is not
prior in definition to odd.
Euclid’s practice of defining is therefore
inconsistent with Euclid’s own background assumptions.
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